
 

An email list is a list of email addresses that can be subscribed to. Email lists are often used as a way to share and exchange
information and collective knowledge, and they play an important role in the functioning of many forms of community. Email
lists typically use one or more types of delivery protocol such as mailing list software, pop3 servers, or mailman for their
operation. They can also be hosted anywhere on your server or through third party services such as Google Drive, Dropbox,
iCloud etc. Some email lists even segment their subscribers by those who can send emails (incoming), those who cannot
(outgoing) and those who will not receive emails (incoming-only). A list may be created on a website that offers an email
newsletter feature and then segmented into the categories listed above. When someone subscribes to a list it can be either on a
one-to-one basis, or group-to-group. Affiliates may contact list subscribers, and ask for their email addresses for promoting
products or services. Those individuals will sign up as members of the affiliate's listserv if they wish to receive those promotions
without unsubscribing from their current listservs. Bloggers and journalists also use email lists of potential media outlets and
contacts. Email list subscribers may be referred to as either "members" or "subscribers", depending on the organizational
method of the list. A member is a person who has subscribed to a list, and thus receives emails from it. A subscriber, on the
other hand, is one who receives emails from a list but has not necessarily subscribed to it. Email lists can contain both
subscribers and members at once, whereas groups can only contain members. Email lists often carry the name of their owner or
administrator on them. They can also be referred to by their domain name. For instance, the list of all faculty and staff at a
university might be called "utlists@utexas.edu". This article is about the various types of email lists used in various networks,
communities, and organizations. These lists can be hosted on websites or through third party services such as Google Drive,
Dropbox etc. The simplest form of email list in existence is a plain text file with subscribers' email addresses in one column and
the information to be repeated periodically in another column. A simple example can be seen in this table: The organisation
organisation@acdha. org sends out an email to the members of the list with the subject line "ACDHA Update" followed by the
content. A mailing list is also often referred to as a "mailing list" or a "mailing list server". This program allows for the
management of email lists in a number of different ways. For instance, it can allow subscribers to be added and removed from a
mailing list with a single command. Additionally, a mailing list server can control which amount of mail is sent when so that
users do not receive more emails from a particular person or group than they wish. These servers have been written with many
different programming languages including C++, Java, Python etc.
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